Riptide K-9 Training Packages:
Choosing the right training package can be difficult. Here at Riptide K-9 we offer two types of training
packages for our clients. For those who have time to dedicate every day to structured obedience
training, we offer weekly in-home visits teaching both your dog how to reliably perform the
commands and you how to properly instruct and maintain them. For people with busier schedules, we
also offer exclusive in kennel training. In our IKT programs your dog’s live with the trainer and gets
extra hands on training every day, this ensures reliability and proper understanding by the dog (This
training is limited to 2 dogs a month, and given its popularity, fills up fast! inquire today about signing
up!). Once the dog returns home, our trainers will provide two follow up lessons to go over proper
handling and instruction of your newly trained dog.

In-Home Lessons- Our In home lessons are a very hands on training program for the dedicated dog
owner. Our in-home visits include weekly visits by one of our professional trainers. Our trainers will go
over proper instruction of all commands included in the program, it will be up to the dog owner to
practice and maintain the training throughout the week in between visits. The trainer will evaluate the
dog’s progress at each visit and assist in correcting any problems the owner may be experiencing. End
result is after the training program the dog is guaranteed to perform all commands reliably.

Basic Obedience IHT Program: ($450/4 weeks) On-leash Obedience. Dog will reliably perform
the following commands while on- leash, this is perfect for those who want functional, reliable
obedience and control over their dog.
Sit
Down
Stay
Come
Heel
No Jumping (“Off”)

Advanced Obedience IHT Program: ($700+collar/6 weeks) Off –leash obedience. Dog will
reliably perform the following commands while both on and off-leash. This is the most popular program
and will give the owner complete control in any circumstance. This program also includes a “place”
command which will allow the owner to place the dog on a dog bed or mat and have the dog not move
off that place until released.
Sit
Down
Stay
Come
Heel
No Jumping (“Off”)
Place

Exclusive In-Board Training: This specialized training is limited to 2 dogs per month. This is the
most effective form of training. Your dog will actually live in the trainers home for 3-4 weeks where they
will get constant training and supervision. Jeff lives on an acre of land where the dogs will get to run and
play, they will be socialized and taught basic manners (House-training for young dogs can also be
arranged) as well as all of the commands in the program that they are signed up for. Upon completion of
the course, our trainers will give 2 free in-home lessons to the owners, one immediately and one the
following month to ensure proper instruction of how to perform commands and that the dog is
maintaining his obedience after the program. Our IBT programs fill up quickly, so make sure to make
your reservation today! Just as with all Riptide K-9 training programs, the training is guaranteed for the
life of the dog! Dogs participating in the Riptide K-9 IBT program must be current on all shots and not
have been exposed to any communicable diseases in the past 30 days, Dog food must be provided for
your dog during its stay

Basic Obedience IBT Program: ($850/3 weeks) On-leash Obedience. Dog will reliably perform
the following commands while on- leash, this is perfect for those who want functional, reliable
obedience and control over their dog.
Sit
Down
Stay

Come
Heel
No Jumping (“Off”)

Advanced Obedience IBT Program: ($1350 (includes Remote Collar)/4 weeks) Off –leash
obedience. Dog will reliably perform the following commands while both on and off-leash. This is the
most popular program and will give the owner complete control in any circumstance. This program also
includes a “place” command which will allow the owner to place the dog on a dog bed or mat and have
the dog not move off that place until released.
Sit
Down
Stay
Come
Heel
No Jumping (“Off”)
Place
Optional Services:
Housetraining (crate training)- $100 add on
Intensive socialization- $100 add on
Pick a puppy- $75

Protection Training Services:
In-Home- $100/hr or $350/month
In Board- $TBD based on goals and evaluation of the dog
PAYMENT:
rd

In-Home- 50% Required at sign up, 50% Required after 3 lesson
In-Board- 50% Required at pick up, 50% Required at drop off once training is finished

